City Post® In-Street Pedestrian Crosswalk Signs

The Next Step Forward in Pedestrian Safety!

Pexco’s City Post In-Street Pedestrian Crosswalk Signs combine the proven durability of the City Post with the safety of plastic signage.

**Additional Features:**
- All-plastic construction means **no rusting!**
- Advanced polyurethane construction absorbs impacts and rebounds quickly for added pedestrian safety
- Easily withstands multiple impacts, including slow, heavy wheelovers
- Meets 2009 MUTCD for YTP (R1-6) or SFP (R1-6A) signs
- Choice of 3M™ or ORAFOL® highly reflective prismatic sheeting

Two mounting options:
- **Epoxy** (suitable for the widest range of applications) and **Bolt-down** (perfect for areas requiring a smaller footprint)

Contact your local sales representative for more information.
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